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**Time changes for BIBL, GNED classes will begin and end 20 or 25 minutes later than the regularly scheduled class periods.**

Classes held in DeMoss Hall 1113 and 1114 will run on a different schedule than other summer classes. Several BIBL and GNED classes will begin and end 20 or 25 minutes later than the regularly scheduled class periods.

According to a memo sent out by Vice President for Academics Alan Blatt, this change was made in response to complaints that the dining hall was overcrowded at certain hours. By changing the class times, it is hoped that students will have enough time to eat and the Dining Services staff will be less overworked.

"Among the purposes of this scheduling change is the need to spread out the number of students hitting the dining hall all at once," said Vice President for Academic Affairs Zell Miller. "We hope that this change will alleviate some of the pressure on the dining hall staff.

"It became clear early in the semester that large numbers of students were hitting the dining hall at the same time, creating very long lines and, in some cases, not enough time for students to eat," said Miller.

Senior Jake Riley expressed concern about this. "I have problems eating during the semester because I have classes during lunchtime," he said. "I think that the change of class times will help alleviate some of the pressure on the dining hall staff.

Only classes meeting in these two areas will be affected.

**Registration coming soon for summer school classes**

Liberty University will offer an extensive summer school program this year with registration beginning in late March.

According to Director of Summer Programs Kenney Rowlette, the purpose of the summer courses is to provide students an opportunity to take summer classes before returning to school in the fall.

Courses offered in the summer program include two-, four-, and six-week intensive courses. Courses will be offered in four-week sessions, one and two-week intensive courses will be offered. Most courses will last four weeks, but some courses will be offered as six-week intensive courses.

"We're moving toward a more traditional summer school model," said Director of Summer Programs Kenney Rowlette. "At other colleges, many courses last for six weeks. This will be a transitional year for Liberty's attempts to develop a more viable summer school program according to Rowlette.

Rowlette provided many reasons for students to consider enrolling in summer courses. First, one can earn $1,100 per credit hour, which is $150 more than the $950 per credit hour compared to courses offered during the fall semester, which are $850. Also, there is no risk-taking for the student.

Most courses will last for 10 weeks, but some courses and two-month intensive courses will be offered. Courses offered in four-week sessions will begin Thursday, June 2 through Friday, June 20.

Students enrolled in the four-week session courses will attend class Monday through Thursday. Those who do not attend class all five days of the week will not receive credit for the course.

"Today more college students stay in school for five years to complete their degrees than in the past," Rowlette said.

The summer school program will run from May 15 through August 14. For more information, contact Kenney Rowlette, or visit the summer school Web site at www.summerschool.liberty.edu.

**Lookahead**

Friday, July 26

**Looking for a place to enjoy a hot drink and a book or some entertainment? See page 8.**
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DEANS CLARIFY LU’S CLASS-SKIPPING POLICY

By Meghan McCarthy, reporter

The Dean of Men and Women clarification memo to students and staff. It outlined the expectations and consequences for excused and unexcused absence policy in attending classes. The memo stated that "The merits of excusing absences will be handled in the appropriate faculty or staff." In addition, the memo emphasized that if a student does not follow the policy, they may not be allowed to attend school. The memo was signed by the dean and was intended to clarify the policy for students and staff.

THE NEW MATRIX

IT’S SOMETHING ELSE

RECRUITMENT-FUN— High school students at another Liberty sponsored concert turn in their entries for a Jeep giveaway contest. Lysa Stew "The Worst of Jerry Seinfeld" comedy tour is coming to town. This year, students will have the opportunity to volunteer for different events at Liberty University. The university is seeking volunteers to help with various tasks, such as setting up tables, assisting with registration, and helping with merchandise. Students who volunteer will have the opportunity to meet new people and gain valuable experience.

IN [emergency situations] . . . we assist students in providing the information to the faculty. Usually in these cases, time or circumstance does not allow for the student to notify all areas needing the information.

—Dean Michelle Matthews
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Morsell to portray abolitionist Douglass Fri.

By Rachel Coleman, reporter

Actor Fred Morsell will recite a speech by Frederick Douglass at 7:30 p.m., Fri., Nov. 8, appearing in character in the National Abolition and Union. The speech will be given at the Iowa Women's Freedom Center.

Morsell is a former Shakespearean actor and opera singer. He was the first black actor to portray Douglass on stage in the Midwest.

The speech, "The Lesson of the Hour," is from Douglass' collection of essays and speeches. It was written in response to a speech by a white abolitionist who had denied the equality of blacks.

Douglass' essay was published in the Atlantic Monthly in 1879. It was a call to arms for the freedmen and women of the South, urging them to use their new freedom to fight for their rights.

"I think that Hannah More's role in the rise of the English novel is an important one," Prior said. "Her impact... is in that through her only, the novel was given a chance.
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"People should...
On any given day, approximately 32,000 units of red blood cells are needed for patients receiving treatment for leukemia, cancer or other blood diseases. Each day the Red Cross needs 22,000 people to donate blood to maintain a stable, national supply. Be a life saver. Give blood.
SUMMER: Wider range of courses offered

Contiguous from page 1

"By taking summer courses and getting a summer job, you'll save money and time. A Webster's class will be available in the next few weeks that will provide insight into such individual cost associated with summer school. "

"The school is designed to have a more relaxed atmosphere than during the fall and spring semesters. Smaller classes of about 30 to 40 people will be instituted to allow students to concentrate better and have more one-on-one time with the professor. The curriculum of summer classes will not be different from that of courses offered during the fall and spring semesters. However, some internships will require pre-arrangements."

"We have committed ourselves to not overcrowd them during the fall and spring semesters. We have brought up the students in the Christian faith so that we are prepared to become Websterites, not followers of a cult that can't be represented by the Webster clock. We have moved to Rochester and the school is no longer a place for students."

"Our hearts are bound until they find their rest in Thee. Augustus' life is the embodiment of the Christian faith. He has brought up his children in the Christian faith."

"The administration decided to limit the number of students to about 500,000. We have an opportunity to assess the effectiveness of this schedule adjustment, " said Washburn.

Registration Coordinator Wanda Parker was responsible for scheduling the changes. Parker expected to get feedback from students on this matter. "If they don't want to," said Washburn. "They might simply visit the student's office where they can visit with the student盯".

Bookshop On The Avenue
A "bookshop like you've never seen before"

Barnes Prices
Bakie & Sons
Five Herketh & Fabricants
Red, white & blue house
3407 Memorial Ave. • Lynbrook, NY 11563 • 757-5757

WELCOME BACK, STUDENTS!
CLEAN LUBE SERVICE CENTER
Lynbrook's #1 Oil Change
Closest to Lu's Campus—2 locations:
1729 Forest Rd. (Rt. 221)
2443 Timberlake Rd
357-5757
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SCHEDULE: Planned change will be limited

"As far as changing times, it doesn't bother me much, it's minutes in a big difference."

"But in a way, it's a good thing," said Washburn. "We might simply visit the student's office where they can visit with the student盯".

Washburn said he didn't know how the changes would affect the students.
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I was at a bookstore a while ago when two new individuals were perusing the books that they couldn't find in a particular store. One said to the other that the book was "unavailable." But the other person replied, "That's 90% of the books in the store." I'm not in. In this particular case, I was inflating on the father's response to pick a novel or fiction book to have him to work, so we know, because no matter how small, publishers know that there must be something in that work, and it somehow doesn't want to know that the public has to accept it. It feels like that's what business implies, or that our rights are violated. Having runaway books published would be like a victory over the content of the book, but instead a submission to the content of the press of the government. The latter things, that not everyone with one, that's a shackle. But one in particular, the same one that disagrees with us in the press: a real shaking of the standing of the book. A phlegmatic book, "Understanding the Lord's Prayer and How to Pray," is being sold by Amazon.

Today is election day, the day when Americans elect their government. The day when we have the right to vote. The day when we have the right to elect our government. The day when we have the right to choose our future. The day when we have the right to participate in the democratic process. The day when we have the right to make our voices heard. The day when we have the right to represent our values. The day when we have the right to be represented. The day when we have the right to vote.

Sometimes, however, we lose sight of the importance of our blessings. Sometimes, we take for granted the privileges that come with our status as citizens of the United States. Sometimes, we forget to appreciate the freedoms that we have as Americans. Sometimes, we neglect to practice the values that we hold dear.

In our early years as a nation, our forefathers believed that everyone should be able to participate in a "rational and virtuous" government. They wanted to ensure that everyone had the opportunity to have a say in the decisions that would affect their lives. They believed that everyone had the right to be represented. They believed that everyone had the right to be heard. They believed that everyone had the right to vote.

The same goes for Amazon.com, they should not feel guilty for the fact that they are a commercial company and that they have the right to make a profit. But they have the responsibility to do so in a way that is consistent with the values of the United States. They have the responsibility to respect the rights of all Americans, regardless of their political beliefs or their views on social issues.

The same goes for Amazon.com, they should not feel guilty for the fact that they are a commercial company and that they have the right to make a profit. But they have the responsibility to do so in a way that is consistent with the values of the United States. They have the responsibility to respect the rights of all Americans, regardless of their political beliefs or their views on social issues.
Letter to the Editor

Reheitspunkt

RUDOLPH ABRAHAM

To the Editor,

Dear Editor,

I have been employed at the Liberty University Police Department for the past 30 months and have noticed that curious people asking me several questions about the officers and the nature of their jobs. These questions stem from misunderstandings that students have created in their own minds. As not all questions are simple and clear, I will give you some facts about the police department.

There are security officers and police officers. Security officers (those wearing the Liberty University Emergency Security Services (LUES)) have completed 100 hours of training in the police department and are supervised by the Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services (CDJS). Each officer has completed some amount of hours in Latin, main course, law enforcement, core subjects (VA), and Criminal Justice Services (CDJS) training, and are qualified to handle minor incidents.

The police officers (those wearing the police patch) have completed core courses with an 901 major and criminal justice

The problem of global warming is that there are always interesting misconceptions about the government and the public about their jobs. To assist in this, I will give you some facts about the police department.

There are security officers and police officers. Security officers (those wearing the Liberty University Emergency Security Services (LUES)) have completed 100 hours of training in the police department and are supervised by the Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services (CDJS). Each officer has completed some amount of hours in Latin, main course, law enforcement, core subjects (VA), and Criminal Justice Services (CDJS) training, and are qualified to handle minor incidents.

The police officers (those wearing the police patch) have completed core courses with an 901 major and criminal justice
Looking for a caffeine fix? Try these coffee spots around Lynchburg for a tasty treat!

Starbucks in Barnes & Noble

By Joe Portnoy, reporter

The mudroom is a very special place for me, a place where I like to sit down with a good book and a cappuccino while listening to music. It is a very peaceful environment, and I always enjoy spending time there. The mudroom is open from 8 AM to 9 PM, and I usually spend at least an hour there every day. The atmosphere is very relaxing, and I always feel rejuvenated after spending time there. The mudroom also has a variety of books, and I often end up picking up a new one to read. Overall, I highly recommend spending time in the mudroom if you are looking for a peaceful and relaxing environment.
Hometown: Virginia Beach, Va.

Major: Elementary Education

Favorite movie: What I do in my free time: Going surfing, catching waves and soaking in the sun. My favorite foods: Fresh seafood and sushi. My favorite color: Blue

Words to live by: "If I could be any superhero I would be: George Clooney. Something most people don't know: I am a professional surfer."

Dream Vacation: Australia

Favorite book: The Da Vinci Code

Favorite Verse: "Let love be sincere; hate evil, hold fast to what is good," Romans 12:9-10

If I could be any superhero I would be: A superhero who can fly. Favorite color: Blue

Dream Vacation: Australia

Favorite book: The Da Vinci Code

Favorite Verse: "Let love be sincere; hate evil, hold fast to what is good," Romans 12:9-10

"I walk down the halls and people say, 'Hi Scott,' but all I have time for is 'Hi - bye,'" Camlin said. When asked if it is more difficult now, he said, "I used to be a real rush-rush. Camlin returned to campus student here from 1988 to 1990, has been great." According to Camlin it is harder now than it was when he went just out of high school. "It is much easier living on campus," Camlin said. "Math is harder to learn now."
Join the YMCA today and enjoy a swim in the open air pool before class or a late night workout in the hot tub to relieve your midterm stresses!

Monday nights at 8 p.m. at 90.9 The Light. Call in at 582-2980 or 582-2921. The truth shall set you free.

BROWNSTONE PROPERTIES, INC.

1658 Graves Mill Rd.

The family-owned developer specializes in speculative

BUILDING.

Welcome to

WWW.BROWNSTONEPROPERTIES.COM

Join Robblee Adams, Ryan Hill, and Wes Rickards for uncensored opinions on Liberty athletics, and comments on the rest of the sports world.

The truth shall set you free.

Brownsboro Properties, Inc.
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FOOTBALL: loses a thriller to Eastern Kentucky

TRUE FRESHMAN— Jonathan Hanberry led the Flames in tackles last week.

FOOTBALL:
loses a thriller to Eastern Kentucky

It AA**T ^

In overtime, the Colonels started things off with a 13-yard touchdown run by tailback C.J. Hudson, so the Flames needed a touchdown to keep the game going. Dre Barnes picked up one first down, but the drive stalled out at the Eastern Kentucky six-yard line when Barnes was stuffed on fourth down.

“In the fourth quarter, we had some things go the other way, and we didn’t get it done,” said head coach Ken Karcher. “These guys played their rear ends off, but the bottom line is we lost a game we had won. You’ve got to play 60 minutes.

The game marked the third time in the last four home games that the Flames have let the game slip away in the fourth quarter. The loss drops their record to 2-7, while the Colonels improve to 7-3.

Celtics suffer record defeat

The Wizards treated the Celtics to some tricks of their own on Halloween night sending Boston home with its worst loss in team history. The Wizards placed five players in double-figures on their way to a 114-69 victory. Michael Jordan rebounded from a poor opening night to score 21 points. Off-season acquisition Jerry Stackhouse led the way with 22 points and Kwame Brown added 20 points and six blocks. Boston shot just 20 percent from the field while making just 7 of 34 three-pointers.

Raptors Carter injured again

After missing 14 games last season with an injured knee, it appears Toronto Raptors star Vince Carter may be injured again. Carter was helped off the court in the first quarter of the Raptors loss to the Rockets on Saturday night. Carter did not return to the game and left for the locker with an ice pack wrapped around the same knee he injured last March. The injury is probably being called a strained quadriceps, but more will be known after Monday’s MRI results. Carter, a perennial all-star, led the Raptors in scoring in each of the first two games.

Falcons Vick fined for socks

Former Virginia Tech star and current Atlanta Falcons quarterback Michael Vick was fined $5000 by the NFL last week. Vick violated league dress code by showing too much of his red socks. According to the league, players must wear white socks which extend up at least to the mid-lower leg. While Vick was wearing white socks they were rolled down too far. Additionally, Falcons wide receiver, Shaunn Alexander was fined for wearing the wrong color shoes.

Sleep in the Best

- Brand NEW!
- Located 1/2 Mile from Liberty University
- Near River Ridge Mall
- Only 1.5 Mile from Liberty University
- Director's Award Winner
- 100% Locally owned & operated
- Ask For Special Liberty Rates!
- 845-8441

100% Locally owned & operated
Ask For Special Liberty Rates!

Compiled from various news sources.
Flames battle to a tie against BSC; Roberts still one goal away

By Chris Humphreys, reporter

On Saturday night the Flames met a 1-1 tie in Birmingham, Alabama against Birmingham Southern College. With the draw Liberty's record is now 10-6-2; BirminghamSouthern's record is now 5-10-2. The tie also marked the end of Liberty's brief two game winning streak.

The game remained scoreless until the 71st minute when BSC's Timo Langer scored an unassisted goal to give the Panthers a 1-0 lead. However, Liberty would answer eight minutes later when Brianna Kellum scored off of a free kick from just outside the penalty area. It was Kellum's ninth goal of the season. That was the extent of the scoring in the 120 minute, overtime match. Liberty out shot the Panthers 28 to 20 and had 10 shots on goal compared to BSC's eight. Flames' keeper K.J. Sabotchick made seven saves and Panthers' keeper Luke Hobbs made nine saves.

Flames freshman forward, Daryll Roberts, won his second Big South Conference player of the week award on October 28. Roberts, as of Oct. 27, was also sixth in Division I soccer. Roberts was also 10th in the nation with a 9.46 goals per game average. Although he was scoreless last week, he still needs one more goal to become Liberty's leader in goals scored, while in Division 1 competition.

Next week the Flames play a pair of road matches before beginning the Big South Conference Tournament the following weekend. The Lady Flames travel south to face Charleston Southern University (4-23) and Coastal Carolina (17-9).

Women's volleyball improved its record to 15-13 after winning both of its matches this weekend. The Lady Flames traveled south to face Charleston Southern University (4-23) and Coastal Carolina (17-9).

Friday November 1, the Lady Flames were in Charleston South Carolina to face the Buccaneers. The Buccaneers jumped out to a two game lead before the Flames battled back and won three straight games (19-30, 28-30, 30-24, 29-26, 15-13).

Junior middle blocker Erin McKeown led the Flames with a kill while sophomore middle blocker Becky Rudnick and junior outside hitter Tatiana Tkachuck both had 13 kills.

Saturday November 2, the Lady Flames defeated the Chanticleers of Coastal Carolina (29-22, 19-30, 30-24, 20-30, 15-12), in another five-game match. Erin McKeown led Liberty with a team high 19 kills and 28 digs. Sophomore outside hitter Jennifer Belk had 17 kills and 22 digs.

The Lady Flames are in third place in the Big South with a 6-1 conference record and will battle for the third and fourth seeds. Both the Flames and the Bulldogs have 3-2-1 Big South records with one Big South game remaining this season.

Asheville will host Radford on Nov. 7. Currently, Asheville holds the tie-breaker against Liberty with a 2-1 conference season over the Flames on Oct. 4.
X-country teams both finish third in championships
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By Andrew Martin, reporter

Rabe started running during his senior year of high school. The purpose of running at that time was to help him get through the winter. He had become more interested in the track and field sport. When he started running in college, I thought I would give it a shot, much less a National Championship. With four games against Tennessee, Virginia Tech and Pittsburgh. Oklahoma and Ohio State’s schedule’s of the top three, considering the remain­

-----Dan Rabe pushes himself to a ninth place finish.

PHOTO PROVIDED

I would like to qualify for national championships and be an American in this event before I graduate," Rabe said.

As well as this, he also said that he would like to qualify for the Olympics, as well as the world championships, and "just keep winning," Rabe said.

Thus far in his junior year of college, Rabe has won over 5000 meters in 14 competitions, has had top 8 finishes in five out of six meets, and has had top 10 finishes in four out of six meets. These accomplishments and Rabe’s good season last year were a big part of the reason why he was chosen to run for the men’s cross-country team. In the men’s cross-country he has won two races.

Rabe’s father is what kept him going. Although he had thought about quitting, but my dad would talk me out of it. "He would always encourage me when I was down, but he would always be there for me," Rabe said.

"I don’t want to be a force of running. I want to be a mature person. Refrig, stove, water, and a bathroom. Two large rooms, large kitchen - (Hardwood Floors) 8 floors. Beautiful big house - come take a look!" Rabe said.

"I would like to be a mature person. I would like to be a force of running, but I want to be a mature person. Refrig, stove, water, and a bathroom. Two large rooms, large kitchen - (Hardwood Floors) 8 floors. Beautiful big house - come take a look!" Rabe said.

For more information, please contact the Career Center at 582-2352, careers@liberty.edu, or visit DH 2016. To interview for any opportunities, please contact the Career Center at 582-2352, careers@liberty.edu, or visit DH 2016. To interview for any opportunities, please contact the Career Center at 582-2352, careers@liberty.edu, or visit DH 2016.

Outside of running, Rabe said that he would like to work with children and teenagers in some facet. "I would like to work with children and teenagers in some facet," Rabe said.

"I would like to work with children and teenagers in some facet. I would like to work with children and teenagers in some facet," Rabe said.

"I would like to work with children and teenagers in some facet. I would like to work with children and teenagers in some facet," Rabe said.

"I would like to see everyone in a classroom. I would like to see everyone in a classroom. I would like to see everyone in a classroom," Rabe said.

"I would like to see everyone in a classroom. I would like to see everyone in a classroom. I would like to see everyone in a classroom," Rabe said.

"I would like to see everyone in a classroom. I would like to see everyone in a classroom. I would like to see everyone in a classroom," Rabe said.
Nightmare on the mountain
LU surrenders 22 points in last seven minutes

JOHN KHISK

The Flames came within seven minutes and 16 seconds of upsetting No. 17 ranked Eastern Kentucky on Saturday at Williams Stadium, but after a series of costly mistakes the Flames squandered a 22-point lead in the final half of the fourth quarter before ultimately losing to the Colonels, 35-28 in overtime.

The only explanation for this, I guess is that it must have been one of the biggest upsets in college football history, ultimately defeating Rutgers 42-17.

Rutgers entered the game as the nation's second-highest scoring team, but all of Big East contests winning just one game out of conference. This is the same team that lost to conference opponents by scores of 50-0, 46-0, and the last but one. However, but Rutgers came one quarter away from beating the No. 1 team in the country and snapping its very winning streak.

The Flames next possession went three-and-out, but a defensive holding call against Liberty gave the Colonels a first-and-goal at the Liberty's four-yard line.

Eastern Kentucky's offense completed a 26-yard pass on 4th-and-10 to set up lst-and-goal at the Liberty's two-yard line.

After the Flames failed to convert the Colonels on two extra points in overtime, it looked like they had earned yet another lose game but ended up in a defensive hold call on 4th-and-28 to keep Liberty's first-and-goal.

By Andrew Martin, reporter

The Lady Flames women's soccer team claimed the regular season Big South Conference championship with a 3-0 victory over rival Radford University.

The two schools had been tied up going into Saturday night's game, with the winner claiming the regular season championship, as well as the number one seed heading into this weekend's conference tournament.

The Flames (7-8-1 overall, 5-0-1 conference) scored two goals before 11 minutes had passed, and held on for the shutout.

The first goal came in the second minute when junior midfielder Alicia Davis scored. There was a scramble in front of the net, and Foster was able to chip it into the net through the traffic for the 1-0 lead.

Not much had gone off the clock when Liberty put another goal on the board. Senior midfielder Tasty Stokely received a pass from Liz Rudolph about 25 yards from the goal. She fed a shot that went past Radford University's goalkeeper Samantha Woods to put the Flames up 2-0.

The Colonels (12-4-1 overall, 4-1-1 conference) worked their way point of the 4th quarter, the Colonels had a margin of two full yard to show their four-yard inside the Liberty's 10-yard line.

"I think we're about the best team in the country, ultimately defeating Rutgers 42-17."

"It was a struggle from the first minute. Eastern Kentucky's fast-paced offense, they had the ball at the Flames 37-yard line. The Colonels later scored on a field goal and Liberty's dominant win this was down to just one touchdown.

The Colonels capitalized on their second chance by bringing up a 2-and-20 down. It looked like they had earned yet another lose game but ended up in a defensive holding call on 4th-and-28 to keep Liberty's first-and-goal.

By Andrew Martin, reporter

The Lady Flames women's soccer team claimed the regular season Big South Conference championship with a 3-0 victory over rival Radford University.

The two schools had been tied up going into Saturday night's game, with the winner claiming the regular season championship, as well as the number one seed heading into this weekend's conference tournament.

The Flames scored two goals before 11 minutes had passed, and held on for the shutout.

The first goal came in the second minute when junior midfielder Alicia Davis scored. There was a scramble in front of the net, and Foster was able to chip it into the net through the traffic for the 1-0 lead.

Not much had gone off the clock when Liberty put another goal on the board. Senior midfielder Tasty Stokely received a pass from Liz Rudolph about 25 yards from the goal. She fed a shot that went past Radford University's goalkeeper Samantha Woods to put the Flames up 2-0.

The Colonels (12-4-1 overall, 4-1-1 conference) worked their way point of the 4th quarter, the Colonels had a margin of two full yard to show their four-yard inside the Liberty's 10-yard line. A goal of the fact that we can stop and make it a 28-14 lead, and one touchdown away from the Flames' second straight.
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